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Abstract—The influence of sodium and rubidium postdeposition
treatment on the quality of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film absorbers is in-
vestigated. The quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS), measured via
photoluminescence (PL), is used as the metric of quality of the
absorber. To evaluate the QFLS values in the graded absorber of
state-of-the-art devices, it is necessary to know at which location
the luminescence is generated. Here we show, by measuring the PL
in different geometries, that the photons originate from the global
band gap minimum inside the bulk. We use this knowledge to com-
pare the QFLS in different absorbers, where our results show that
the QFLS is higher in absorbers that were treated with NaF + RbF
than in absorbers that were only treated with NaF or not treated
at all. We attribute this increase to a reduced nonradiative re-
combination, even before cadmium sulfide deposition. A decreased
difference between QFLS and open-circuit voltage in the corre-
sponding finished solar cells also reveals an improved CdS/CIGS
interface. Both effects ultimately lead to a higher efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE beneficial effects of alkali elements, especially sodium,on the performance of chalcopyrite solar cells based on
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) absorbers were discovered more than 20
years ago [1]. It was found that Na naturally diffuses from the al-
kali containing soda lime glass (SLG) substrate into the absorber
during the high-temperature growth process. In solar cells grown
on alkali-free substrates, such as the flexible polyimide films,
the alkali elements would need to be added extrinsically in order
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to benefit from their influence. As a direct consequence, the NaF
postdeposition treatment (PDT), where sodium is added in an
additional step after film growth, was introduced [2]. Nowadays,
all alkalis have been used in a PDT. For example, the absorber
of a solar cell grown on a flexible substrate and reaching 20.4%
record efficiency was treated with both sodium and potassium
[3]. PDT with even heavier alkalis, such as rubidium, paved
the way for the improvement of the efficiencies of CIGS solar
cells up to 22.6% [4] and most recently to record efficiencies of
22.9% [5].
While the different alkali PDTs are clearly beneficial for the
performance of the CIGS solar cells, the underlying reasons
for the improvement have not yet been fully understood. To
date, most research was conducted on the sodium and potas-
sium PDTs, which had been developed first. In this context,
the postdeposition processes involving KF have been shown to
cause a Cu- and Ga-depleted surface region [3], [6]. The surface
region is thought to facilitate the in-diffusion of cadmium and
consequently the formation of CdCu donor levels during the de-
position of CdS [3], [7], [8]. Furthermore, the NaF + KF PDT
also induces a band gap widening at the absorber surface [6],
[9]. Both effects can lead to a reduction of CdS/CIGS interface
recombination and consequently a higher open-circuit voltage
VOC and fill factor of the solar cell.
Not only the interface is changed, but also the bulk ab-
sorber is influenced by the PDT. A recent study has found
that the addition of KF, and a combined NaF + KF PDTs in-
fluence the doping concentration as compared with untreated,
alkali-free absorbers [7]. Another study reveals that this change
in the doping level directly leads to a longer carrier life-
time and a higher photoluminescence signal. Both these ef-
fects are a direct consequence of the reduction of nonradiative
recombination [10].
Thus, so far, numerous studies have revealed that the PDTs
involving both sodium and potassium improve the solar cell
device by influencing both the interface and the bulk absorber.
However, the influence of the heavier alkalis, such as rubidium
and cesium, is currently less investigated.
We measure intensity calibrated photoluminescence (PL) on
absorbers having undergone different PDTs. The PL is mea-
sured on both bare absorbers and covered absorbers by a
cadmium sulfide layer. By determining the quasi-Fermi level
splitting (QFLS), which is an upper limit for the VOC [11], [12],
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and comparing its value between the samples, it is possible to
investigate the direct influence of the alkali elements either on
the absorber alone or including the CdS/CIGS interface.
The QFLS is evaluated on the high-energy slope of the mea-
sured PL spectra. For the samples measured in this study, two
issues need to be resolved first before determining the QFLS and
comparing its value between the samples. The first issue is the
occurrence of interference effects in state-of-the-art CIGS thin
films that are mainly due to the presence of a graded band gap
and a smooth surface [13]. In a previous study [14], we have
shown that these interference effects do not affect the high-
energy slope of the PL spectra and can thus be ignored for the
determination of the QFLS. The second issue is the graded band
gap and the question at which point in the graded absorber the
emitted photoluminescence originates.
The graded band gap was first introduced back in the 1994
when a novel three-stage process was presented by Gabor et al.
[15]. This absorber growth process consisted of the formation
of a double-graded Ga profile across the film thickness with
an elevated Ga concentration (i.e., higher band gap) present at
both the surface and at the back of the absorber and a notch of
low Ga concentration and band gap in between. One primary
consequence of this graded band gap was a reduced recombi-
nation rate in the absorber and hence an improved open-circuit
voltage [16]. Since then, the double-graded band gap has been
extensively investigated (see e.g., [17]) and is responsible for the
achievement of several milestones in the history of CIGS, such
as the first 18.7% record efficiency on flexible polymer films in
2011 [18]. In the most recent state-of-the-art CIGS absorber, the
Ga profile is further characterized by an additional Ga minimum
at the surface (see e.g., [19, Fig. 2]). The intricate nature of the
graded band gap affects the incoming light absorption, the sub-
sequent carrier transport, and finally the recombination. These
properties are all integral to the process of photoluminescence.
Thus, the influence of the graded band gap on the emitted PL
needs to be understood.
The paper is split into two parts. The first part investigates
the origin of the emitted PL along the graded band gap. This is
done by generating charge carriers both at the front and at the
back of the absorber and by investigating their emission spectra.
The second part of the paper deals with the determination of the
QFLS splitting and the influence of the alkali PDTs on the CIGS
thin films.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Growth Process
The measurements that will be shown in Section III of the
paper are done on a cadmium sulfide (CdS)-covered CIGS ab-
sorber grown in a high-temperature multistage coevaporation
process on molybdenum-coated SLG. Details about this growth
process can be found in [4]. In this particular case, the surface
exhibits a significant roughness, leading to an interference-free
PL spectrum at room temperature.
The CIGS absorbers measured in Section IV of the paper are
grown in a low-substrate temperature multistage coevaporation
process on a 5 × 5 cm2 molybdenum-coated SLG. In order to
avoid any in-diffusion of alkali elements from the SLG and to
mimic the process on polyimide foil, an SiO2 barrier layer is de-
posited between the molybdenum back contact and the substrate.
After the growth process, the CIGS absorbers receive different
PDTs. As a measure of reference, sample A does not receive
any PDT. Sample B receives an NaF only PDT, while sam-
ple C receives a combined NaF + RbF PDT. For each sample,
half of the 5 × 5 cm2 absorber is used for solar cell processing,
one-eighth is kept as bare absorber, and another one-eighth is
covered by a CdS buffer layer that is deposited by chemical bath
deposition (CBD) to protect the absorber surface from degrada-
tion [20]. Both bare and CdS-covered absorbers, 1.25 × 2.5 cm2
in size, are used for optical characterization. Details about the
growth process, PDT, and CBD can be found in [3], [7], and
[18]. The detailed elemental composition of the samples is deter-
mined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements. Secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements are used to eval-
uate the gallium gradient and subsequently calculate the band
gap minimum. The Ga profile in each case is very similar to one
of the samples grown by high-temperature coevaporation that is
used in Section III. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross
sections are measured to determine the thickness of the samples.
The results of these measurements, along with selected current
density–voltage parameters are listed in Table I.
B. Optical Characterization
In the intensity calibrated photoluminescence experiments,
the samples are excited by the 660 nm line of a diode laser.
The photon flux is set to 2.76 · 1017 photons cm−2 s−1, which is
equivalent to the flux of an AM1.5 sun spectrum above 1.1 eV.
The laser spot used for the PL measurements has a diameter of
2.6 mm as measured by a CMOS camera. Two off-axis parabolic
UV-enhanced aluminum mirrors collect and redirect the emit-
ted photoluminescence into a spectrometer with 303 mm focal
length, where it is dispersed and detected by a 512 element
InGaAs array. The measurements are performed at room tem-
perature and are spectrally corrected by using a commercial
calibrated halogen lamp.
The photoluminescence experiments that investigate the
graded band gap, presented in Section III, are not based on
intensity calibration but are measured by exciting the samples
with a constant photon flux of approx. 6.26 · 1016 photons cm−2
s−1. The rest of the optics is as described above.
III. ORIGIN OF PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Photoluminescence is the radiative recombination of photo-
generated charge carriers. The process is initiated by illuminat-
ing a semiconductor, typically with the monochromatic light of a
laser. If the energy of the incoming light is higher than the band
gap, the photons are absorbed and create electron–hole pairs
inside the semiconducting absorber. After excitation and at room
temperature, the charge carriers thermally relax with the lattice
and diffuse along the graded band gap structure into a minimum
energy state before they then undergo a radiative recombina-
tion process that results in the emission of photons from the
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SAMPLE PROPERTIES
Indicated are the values of selected parameters that were measured with XRF, SIMS, and SEM. The indicated Ga/(Ga + In) (GGI) ratio is
averaged over the whole absorber. The differences in the average GGI between the samples originate from the different Ga contents toward
the back of the absorber. The band gap minimum in eV was calculated according to 1.004 (1–x) + 1.663 x – 0.033 x (1–x), where x is
the GGI ratio at the notch [24]. The thickness relates to the absorber only. The parameter η represents the total area efficiency measured
without anti-reflection coating. Both VOC and η values represent averages over six side-by-side cells.
sample. These emitted photons are captured and measured as
photoluminescence. The PL spectrum of such a recombination
process shows a broad peak centered around the energy of the
transition.
While the underlying principle of photoluminescence is rel-
atively straightforward, its real behavior can be influenced in
numerous instances during the different stages. For example, a
crucial aspect is the absorption of the incoming photon flux that
depends on the absorption coefficient of the absorber. The latter
quantity thus heavily influences the penetration depth of the in-
cident light and the subsequent charge carrier generation profile
inside the absorber. Given the graded structure of the band gap
and the diffusion properties of the excited charge carriers, the
emitted photoluminescence can originate from the two band gap
minima: One located at the surface and one located inside the
bulk. A typical representation of both these band gap minima is
visualized in the inset of Fig. 2. To evaluate the meaning of the
extracted QFLS, the knowledge of the exact PL origin from the
absorber is crucial.
The origin of the photoluminescence signal can be inves-
tigated by illuminating the absorber either from the surface,
where the charge carriers could diffuse into the surface band
gap minimum, or from the back, where the charge carriers are
expected to diffuse into the lower band gap minimum inside
the bulk. Since it is not possible to illuminate the absorbers
from the back due to the presence of the blocking molybdenum
back contact, the absorbers first have to be exfoliated from the
Mo-coated glass substrate. The whole experimental process is
schematically summarized in Fig. 1. In a first step [see Fig. 1(a)],
the PL is measured in the standard or normal (N) configuration
on a sample stack that consists of a CdS-covered CIGS ab-
sorber grown on a Mo-coated SLG substrate. In a second step
[see Fig. 1(b)], the exfoliation process is prepared by taking an
additional SLG substrate and gluing it to the CIGS surface (a
transparent epoxy glue is used). In order to investigate the influ-
ence of the SLG and glue on the PL signal, the PL is measured
through the glass and the glue from the front of the film (G). In
a third and final step [see Fig. 1(c)], the absorber is exfoliated
from its original substrate and the PL is measured from the front
through the glass (ExG) and from the back that now lies bare
(ExB).
The four different PL spectra are shown in Fig. 2 in a semilog-
arithmic representation to facilitate their comparison. The red
curve shows the PL spectrum in normal configuration (N) and
acts as a reference spectrum. The blue curve shows that, af-
ter gluing an SLG on top of the sample (G), the PL intensity
decreases. This decrease is partly due to a reduced excitation
density from the laser light since a fraction of the light is scat-
tered by the SLG and glue before reaching the sample, and
partly due to the emitted PL light also being scattered by the
glue and SLG before reaching the detector. Besides the differ-
ence in PL intensity, both PL spectra measured in configuration
(N) and (G) are identical. This means that the peaks share the
same emission origin and that a reduced excitation does not lead
to a shift of the transition peak. After the exfoliation process, the
PL spectrum measured from the back (ExB) shows two peaks
(yellow curve). We attribute the high-energy peak to a transition
at the back and discuss it briefly further below. Additionally, we
attribute the low-energy peak in the (ExB) configuration to the
recombination from the band gap minimum inside the bulk as
the PL can only be emitted from the bulk minimum band gap
if excited entirely from the back. Comparing the low-energy
peak of the (ExB) configuration to the peak of the reference
(N) configuration, we notice an energy difference of 14 meV
between both peaks. This energy difference could indicate that
the PL is emitted from a different band gap minimum in the
(ExB) configuration than in the (N) configuration. However,
if we compare the PL spectra measured in the (G) and (ExG)
configuration (green curve), we notice the same energy shift
between the peaks. Since we have the same excitation profile
in the (G) and (ExG) configuration, the PL has to be emitted
from the same band gap minimum. Finally, comparing the PL
spectra of the (ExG) and (ExB) configuration, the low-energy
peak positions are identical, indicating that the PL is emitted
from the same band gap minimum inside the bulk in all four
configurations. This means there must be a different explana-
tion for the observed energy shift of the peaks of the exfoliated
absorbers.
Additional experiments and investigations involving different
exfoliation processes (see Supplementary material) indicate that
the redshift that sets in after the exfoliation process could be due
to a relaxation of the crystalline structure of the CIGS absorber.
Standard CIGS absorbers that are grown on Mo-coated SLG
are likely to be strained due to the lattice mismatch between
CIGS and Mo. The exfoliation process removes the CIGS from
the Mo and thus the CIGS crystal is able to relax resulting in a
structure with lower band gap. Thus, the redshift is just a slightly
reduced band gap of the CIGS absorber as a consequence of the
exfoliation process. During the measurements shown here, we
waited 6 h between gluing the glass onto the CIGS surface and
the actual exfoliation process. In other experiments, as shown
in the Supplementary materials, we waited 96 and 168 h before
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Fig. 1. Schematic visualization of the exfoliation process and accompanying
PL measurements. (a) Normal (N) PL measurement done by illuminating the
absorber from the front with a laser (red) and measuring the resulting PL (light-
blue cone) on a sample stack consisting of a soda-lime glass (SLG) substrate, a
molybdenum (Mo) back contact and a CIGS absorber covered by a CdS layer.
(b) Preparation of the exfoliation process: An additional SLG is glued on top
of the absorber. Process monitoring by measuring PL through the glass and
glue (G). (c) PL measurements after exfoliation from the front through the glass
(ExG) and from the back (ExB).
exfoliation and saw a considerable reduction of the redshift
compared with when the exfoliation process is done just hours
after the gluing in both these cases. These findings indicate that
the shorter the “curation” time of the glue, i.e., the softer the
glue is at the time of exfoliation, the stronger the strain release
after exfoliation and thus the stronger the redshift. The more
time the glue has to harden, the weaker the strain release after
exfoliation and thus the smaller the band gap change. Finally,
we need to mention that it is difficult to theoretically predict the
band gap shift caused by the strain because of the complex alloy
structure of polycrystalline CIGS with a graded Ga content. We
propose the abovementioned changes to the crystalline CIGS
structure as an explanation for the redshift based only on PL
measurements.
The reduction in band gap also explains the higher PL inten-
sity measured in the (ExG) configuration as compared with the
(G) configuration. Looking at the high-energy slope of the PL
spectra in both these configurations, we can see that their QFLS
are identical. The same QFLS in a lower band gap means higher
carrier concentration and thus a higher radiative efficiency.
Lastly, the PL spectrum measured in the (ExB) configuration
shows a significant drop in PL intensity as well as the presence
of an additional, high-energy peak. The energy of this latter peak
is approximately 1.31 eV and is likely due to the recombination
of excited charge carriers at the back of the absorbers, where
the gallium content and the band gap are highest. Generally, the
three-stage process leads to smaller grains at the back contact
(see e.g., [21] or [22]). It can be expected that the presence of a
higher density of grain boundaries leads to stronger nonradiative
recombination near the rear of the film, which explains why the
overall PL intensity in the (ExB) configuration with illumination
through the rear of the film is low compared with the other
Fig. 2. PL spectra measured at the different stages of the exfoliation process.
The red curve shows the PL measured in the normal (N) configuration. The blue
curve shows the PL measured through the glass after the glass was glued to the
absorber surface (G). The green curve shows the PL measured through the glass
after the absorber is exfoliated from its original Mo-coated substrate (ExG). The
yellow curve shows the PL measured from the back of the exfoliated absorber
(ExB). The main peak of both (ExG) and (ExB) PL spectra shows a redshift of
14 meV compared with the PL peak of the (N) and (G) configurations. The PL
spectrum in the (ExB) configuration shows an additional peak at higher energies,
indicating an additional recombination activity at the back of the absorber. The
inset shows the band gap profile versus absorber depth grown at low temperature
and as measured by SIMS and XRF and serves as an example to visualize the
band gap minima located at the surface and inside the bulk.
configurations. Additionally, for the 1.31 eV peak to appear
in the PL spectrum, the generated charge carriers also have to
radiatively recombine near the rear of the absorber. A possible
explanation is that the grain boundaries also represent a transport
barrier and only a reduced fraction of charge carriers generated
further inside the bulk is able to diffuse to the minimum band
gap and recombine from there, further explaining the reduced
PL intensity of the main peak in the (ExB) configuration.
In addition, we also conducted PL measurements with differ-
ent wavelength excitation (514.5, 660, 980 nm) in normal con-
figuration resulting in different penetration depths of the laser
light (not shown here). The resulting PL spectra revealed no
energy shift of the peak, underlining our findings that the lumi-
nescence originates from the band gap notch inside the absorber
film. Furthermore, Bauer et al. conducted etching and subse-
quent PL experiments on absorbers, whose band gap showed a
minimum inside the bulk but no surface band gap minimum and
came to a similar conclusion [23]. To summarize, the exfolia-
tion experiments have shown that the PL is originating from the
band gap minimum inside the bulk of the CIGS absorbers.
IV. INFLUENCE OF SODIUM AND RUBIDIUM
POSTDEPOSITION TREATMENT
The findings of Section III reveal that the photoluminescence
in graded band gap absorbers originates from the band gap min-
imum. In order to compare quantities that depend on the band
gap, such as the QFLS or open-circuit voltage (VOC) between
different absorbers or solar cells, it is crucial to know the exact
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Fig. 3. Bar plot of the average QFLS for bare (blue) and CdS-covered (red)
CIGS absorbers having undergone different postdeposition treatments. For com-
parison, the qVOC (white) of the finished solar cells are also shown. Also in-
cluded are error bars. We attribute an error bar of 10 meV to the QFLS of
CdS-covered absorber that takes into account the standard deviations of the
different measurement spots as well as the imprecision of the fits. We attribute
a slightly higher error bar of 15 meV to the QFLS of the bare absorbers since
their reduced signal and consequently larger signal-to-noise ratio lead to a larger
fit imprecision. Finally, the error bars attributed to the qVOC of the solar cells
represent the standard deviation of their values measured on six side-by-side
cells.
value of the band gap minimum. As mentioned in Section II, the
samples underwent XRF and SIMS measurements to determine
the exact gallium content throughout the absorber. From the
gallium concentration, the band gap minimum inside the bulk
was calculated (as described in the caption of Table I). It was
found that the samples at hand share an almost identical band
gap minimum.
With this knowledge, the influence of different alkali PDTs
on CIGS absorbers can be investigated. The method to extract
the QFLS from the photoluminescence spectra is adapted from
[25]. In the fitting routine, the temperature was held constant
at 296 K, which was the ambient temperature of the laboratory
during the experiment, since incomplete absorption can lead
to an overestimation of the temperature, if determined from a
fit to the high-energy slope of the PL spectrum, and thus to
an underestimation of the QFLS [26]. In order to account for
any inhomogeneities in the samples, the QFLS was determined
and averaged from PL spectra taken at three different spots on
each sample. A quick statistical analysis shows that, at worst,
the QFLS of the CdS-covered absorber lie all within 4 meV of
the average value. For the bare absorbers, the largest standard
deviation amounts to 4.5 meV. Since these standard deviations
are small (below 0.8%), the samples can be considered as being
very homogeneous on a macroscopic scale. The average QFLS
are summarized in Fig. 3.
First, we discuss only the QFLS that was extracted from the
CdS-covered absorbers (red bars in Fig. 3). The data show that
the QFLS increases with NaF treatment and again with NaF +
RbF treatment. The higher the QFLS with constant band gap
and at constant illumination, the lower the nonradiative recom-
bination rate and thus the higher the density of photogenerated
charge carriers. Since the QFLS is directly proportional to the
logarithm of the PL intensity, an increase in the QFLS is always
related to an increase in the radiative recombination. Thus, what
is reduced is the nonradiative recombination. Since the band
gap minima of the different samples are equal within 6 meV
(see Table I), we can conclude that the alkali treatment reduces
nonradiative recombination and that this reduction is stronger
for samples treated with heavier alkalis.
Next, comparing the QFLS values of the CdS-covered ab-
sorbers to the VOC of the finished solar cells, we see that the
QFLS follows the same trend as the VOC. Thus, we conclude
that the absorber improvement from the alkali PDT is indepen-
dent of the band bending that is caused by the aluminum-doped
ZnO during the fabrication of the solar cell device. Addition-
ally, since the QFLS represents the maximal possible VOC of
the absorber, the difference between QFLS and qVOC describes
the loss in VOC upon finishing the solar cell. This difference
amounts to 25 meV in the case of the untreated sample and
to 5 meV in both NaF only and NaF + RbF treated samples.
The smaller loss in VOC for both treated samples compared
with the untreated sample could be attributed to a reduced
recombination near the CdS/CIGS interface in the finished
device.
Finally, we look at the QFLS of the bare absorbers visualized
by the blue bars in Fig. 3. The QFLS is considerably lower in
the bare absorbers than in the absorbers with CdS. This is due
to their exposure to air which leads to a swift degradation of
their surface resulting in an enhanced nonradiative recombina-
tion and smaller QFLS [20]. Nonetheless, the QFLS of the bare
absorbers follows the same trend as for the absorbers with CdS,
i.e., it increases with heavier alkali PDT. This indicates that
already the absorber (and its surface) is improved, even with-
out the interface with CdS. Since the QFLS of bare absorbers
critically depends on their degradation in air, one could argue
that the alkali treatment simply reduces the degradation effect
by passivating the surface with an additional layer [27]. How-
ever, the NaF treatment does not lead to a distinct surface layer.
Furthermore, the bare absorbers were all several weeks in air, al-
lowing thus ample diffusion of atmosphere components through
any surface layer. Additionally, in another sample series with
treatments with various alkalis (K, Rb, Cs—not shown here),
we see similar improvements of the QFLS of bare absorbers that
follow the trend of the VOC improvements with those treatments.
Therefore, we attribute the higher QFLS in bare absorbers after
alkali treatment to a reduction of the nonradiative recombination
in the absorber, even without the CdS interface.
Combining the argumentations from the above observations,
we can say that the PDT with heavier alkalis directly improves
the absorber itself by reducing the nonradiative recombina-
tion rate. Additionally, a comparison between the QFLS of the
CIGS/CdS absorber and the VOC of the finished device reveals
reduced electronic losses at the CdS/CIGS interface for both
samples treated with NaF only and a combined NaF + RbF PDT
compared with the sample without treatment. Furthermore, our
results reveal no reduction of electronic losses at the interface
between both alkali treatments. Ultimately, both the reduction
of nonradiative recombination and improved CdS/CIGS inter-
ference effects lead to a larger VOC and a higher efficiency.
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V. CONCLUSION
State-of-the-art thin-film CIGS absorbers exhibit a local band
gap minimum at the surface and a global band gap minimum
inside the bulk as a consequence of a doubly graded gallium pro-
file. While this graded band gap structure is beneficial for the
solar cell, its influence on measurements methods, such as pho-
toluminescence, is not obvious. The band gap structure could,
a priori, suggest that radiative recombination is occurring from
either the surface or bulk band gap or from a combination of
both. For the correct interpretation of photoluminescence mea-
surements, it is crucial to understand the origin of the emitted
PL. Experiments on standard and exfoliated absorbers in dif-
ferent configurations have revealed that the PL originates from
the global band gap minimum inside the bulk and not from
the surface. We made use of that knowledge and investigated
the influence of different PDTs on the CIGS absorbers. Inten-
sity calibrated photoluminescence measurements on bare and
CdS-covered untreated, NaF treated, and NaF + RbF treated
absorbers were conducted in order to determine and compare
the QFLS. Our results reveal an increased QFLS in both bare and
CdS-covered absorbers that were treated with heavier alkalis.
We attribute this increase to a reduced nonradiative recombina-
tion in the absorber. This effect is stronger with heavier alkalis.
Additionally, our results also reveal a reduction of the electronic
losses at the CdS/CIGS interface. Both effects ultimately lead
to a higher solar cell efficiency.
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